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Designer John Monnett stands behind his AeroVee conversion “X” accessory mount unit.
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Do-It-Yourself



Volkswagen Power The AeroVee 2002 engine DAVID SAKRISON PHOTOS



C



BY



LEEANN ABRAMS



onverted Volkswagen engines have been popular among homebuilders for decades. VW’s air-cooled, four-cylinder opposed engines are simple, rugged, lightweight, and relatively easy to convert for use as four- or two-cylinder (1/2 VW) aircraft engines. John Monnett of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, helped to popularize the use of VW engines in homebuilts, and he and racing legend Steve Wittman created Formula Vee racing in the early 1970s by building the first two VWpowered racers to appear at an EAA fly-in convention. The AeroVee 2002 is Monnett’s latest VW conversion. Produced by his company, AeroConversions Inc., the engine displaces 2180 cubic centimeters, has an 8-to-1 compression ratio, develops 80 hp at 3400 rpm, and weighs 161 pounds. The AeroVee’s small size and low profile make it an easy fit in small, streamlined cowlings. Swinging a 54-inch prop, the AeroVee will pull Monnett’s two-place homebuilt Sonex around the sky at a respectable 130 mph. Based on the classic Volkswagen automobile engine, the AeroVee comes as a complete 2180-cc engine-kit-in-a-box for $4,950. The price includes the engine core and computer-machined block-off plates, a press-fit propeller hub with



prop drive bushings, the ignition system with a 10-amp alternator, a geared starter, aluminum flywheel assembly, full-size templates for cutting engine baffles, AeroConversions’ AeroCarb and complete intake manifold, a detailed and illustrated assembly manual, and an assembly video. Add $175 for the optional 20-amp alternator. The machined accessory plate included in the kit is available in two bolt patterns to fit common engine mounts. The kit does not include exhaust pipes. AeroConversions offers a $275 bolt-on stainless steel straightpipe exhaust system designed for the Sonex, or it can provide flanges and fittings for you to use in fabricating your own exhaust system. Among the AeroVee’s unique features is its redundant solid-state ignition. With only one moving part, the ignition system uses two separate ignition modules: one powering the two forward cylinders and the other powering the two aft cylinders. If one module fails, Monnett said, the engine continues to run at about 2200 to 2300 rpm on two cylinders. “It’s rough, but it will keep you in the air.”



The AeroCarb AeroConversions’ AeroCarb is a throttle-body carburetor similar to those used on early aircraft engines. Sport Aviation
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The AeroVee installed in the Sonex. Right, the throttle-body AeroCarb comes with mounts for cables and pushrods. “The first throttle-body carburetor we know of was on the Le Rhone rotary engine,” Monnett said. Like its predecessors, the AeroCarb doesn’t have a venturi—the carburetor throat is a straight cylinder. Air passing over the tapered needle draws fuel into the throat. Because fuel and air mix in the intake manifold, the carburetor doesn’t need a butterfly valve, and that, Monnett explained, makes it much more resistant to carburetor icing. The AeroCarb is simple to adjust and allows for precise control of the fuel/air mixture through the needle valve. Its major components are CNC (computer numerically controlled) machined from solid blocks (billets) of aluminum, which produces better quality and greater precision than traditional die-casting or sand-casting. Monnett added one other refinement: “Of all the other carburetors 38
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With the AeroVee’s ignition system, the engine requires an electric starter. we looked at, none provided any mounting for cables or linkages,” he said. “The AeroCarb incorporates the mounts for the cables or pushrods into the carburetor body.” The cables or pushrods attach solidly to the carburetor independent of any other brackets or mounts. That makes the throttle and mixture controls much easier to install and less vulnerable to vibration. You don’t have to buy an AeroVee engine to get the AeroCarb. AeroConversions sells the carb separately for $395. There are several throat sizes to fit a wide range of engines, from 1/2 VW up to 160-hp Continentals and Lycomings, and Monnett has plans to offer a largerbore AeroCarb for larger engines.



AN AIRCRAFT THAT CHEATS THE LAWS OF PHYSICS DESERVES A PROPELLER THAT DOES THE SAME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



"High performance aircraft such as the Lancair IV need propeller airfoils specifically designed for high-speed, high altitude performance. We tested extensively on the IV and the Hartzell’s performance



For your FREE booklet, “Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitplane,” use SPORT PR OP ELL AVIATION’S SYS TEM ER SEL ECT ION reader service card.



could not be beaten. That’s why it’s recommended. Call us at (541) 923-2233 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props." Lance A. Neibauer, President, Lancair



Building the Kit Assembling the AeroVee 2002 engine kit is about as close to a “shake the box” project as one can get. Monnett and his AeroConversions staff have gone to great lengths to make assembly easy, understandable, and foolproof—even for a first-time builder. If you’ve never tackled a project like this, consider buying the $25 AeroVee assembly video before you buy the kit. A supplement to the illustrated 21-page assembly manual, the video will give you a detailed look at the engine assembly steps. The video makes it clear that AeroConversions has done the complicated work and all the builder has to do is put the parts together. Sport Aviation
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For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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The assembly manual is well illustrated and includes torque values, gaps, and other specifications, and builders should have most of the needed tools in their shop (see box for tool list). One person working alone can build the engine, but he or she will need an extra pair of hands to install the gears and prop hub onto the crank.



Follow the instructions to the letter—and in sequence (checking them off as you go). If you’re not sure what the manual is telling you, contact AeroConversions by phone or e-mail and ask (and an e-mail discussion group is accessible through the company’s website at www.aero conversions.com.) “We don’t get much call for



Assembling the AeroVee 2002 engine kit is about as close to a “shake the box” project as one can get. Assembling the AeroVee is as simple and straightforward as Monnett and his team could make it. But always remember that you’re working with finely machined parts and some fairly precise tolerances and, as with all homebuilts, your safety depends on the quality of your work. As Monnett repeatedly says in the video: “Take your time. Don’t hurry.” Think through each step and understand it before you begin. 40
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builder support,” Monnett noted. “We did our homework to make the assembly manual very thorough and easy to follow, and to make the engine easy to assemble and install.” A builder who knows something about engines should be able to assemble the AeroVee over a weekend, he said, and a first-time builder could do it in a week of evenings. “If you know anything about engines, the AeroVee will go



together really fast.” If the idea of assembling your own aircraft engine still seems a bit daunting, you can get help from an A&P mechanic, an EAA Technical Counselor, or an experienced builder. AeroConversions does not offer ready-to-run (RTR) engines and has no plans to do so. Monnett said he doesn’t have the space or the manpower to build RTR engines, and supplying the engine as a kit keeps the price very competitive. Besides, he added, “The guy who can build an airplane can build this engine. And he’s better off for it because he knows the engine inside and out, and he can maintain it, repair it, and overhaul it.” All the AeroVee’s major components are mass-produced for the VW automotive aftermarket. So at overhaul time, “you can open up the assembly manual, throw away the old cylinders, pistons, and bearings,” Monnett said, “and put it all back together again with new parts—for about $300.”



Birth of the AeroVee An avid model builder from the age of 6, John Monnett progressed from



MURPHY



The AeroVee’s shrink-fit propeller hub with prop drive bushings. static models to designing his own RC models. He earned his private pilot certificate and bought his first airplane in 1964, soon trading up to a Piper J-4, the first of his many restorations. A Jeanie’s Teenie was his first homebuilt project. Wanting more from the design, he started modifying it. When he finished in 1970, only the wings remained from the original design, and it was Monnett’s first VW-powered airplane. At the 1970 EAA convention in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, Monnett met Steve Wittman and V-Witt, his partially completed Formula Vee racer. Inspired to design and build his own Formula Vee racer, Monnett completed the Sonerai I in eight months and it won Best Formula Vee at EAA Oshkosh in 1971. Both Monnett and Wittman demonstrated their Formula Vees’ speed and performance—170 mph on 60 hp. The following year, Monnett introduced the two-place Sonerai II, a plans-built, tube-and-fabric aircraft powered by a converted Volkswagen engine. From 1971 to 1974, Monnett and his company, Monnett Experimental Aircraft, developed and refined his VW engine conversion kits, the first to carry the name AeroVee. Converted VWs, Monnett said, have a mixed reputation among homebuilders because of too many unsuccessful “one-off experimental conversions.” Done right and matched to an appropriate airframe and propeller, he said, a converted VW is a very solid aircraft engine. “People ask, ‘What’s the TBO [time between overhauls] on an AeroVee?’ and I tell them that this engine will rust out before it wears out. If you assemble it according to the manual, adjust it properly, make sure it doesn’t run too hot, maintain it, monitor EGT [exhaust gas temperature] and all the other stuff, you Sport Aviation
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& HARTZELL NOTHING BEATS EXPLORING THE BACKCOUNTRY– EXCEPT GETTING BACK OUT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



"Utility planes require reliable performance for their rugged applications. Since Hartzell props are certificated they have been subjected to rigorous fatigue and stress testing not required of experimental props. So you can be assured the constant-speed Hartzell prop will provide the performance needed for primitive short-field work and the durability to take the abuse that comes with it. Call us at (604) 792-5855 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props."



For your FREE booklet, “Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitplane,” use SPORT PR OP ELL AVIATION’S SYS TEM ER SEL ECT ION reader service card. INFORMAT ION FOR AIRCRAFT BUILDERS
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Darryl Murphy, President, Murphy Aircraft Mfg. Ltd



Q: A:



How can a $169.00 active noise reduction system make your headset outperform units priced at hundreds more? a. We supply the electronics, you supply the headset. b. Active Noise Reduction is our only business. c. Our E.E. is from M.I.T., too. d. 4-speaker system is built in the USA of quality components like TI, Motorola & Panasonic. e. All of the above



30 day money back guarantee Installation not included. Additional parts may be required. The anr module M-01 installs into most headsets. Over 18 db active noise cancellation @ 250 Hz.



Contact us for reprints of test reports, or see our website for an extensive number of pilot testimonials.



1-800-876-3374 • www.headsetsinc.com 2320 Lakeview Drive • Amarillo, TX 79109 • 806-358-6336 • Fax 358-6449 For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



24.25 in. 30 in.



18.875 in.



3.125 in.



13.5 in.



AeroVee 2002 Specifications Continuous hp, 3400 rpm Bore (mm) Stroke (mm) Displacement (cc) Compression ratio Minimum octane Oil capacity Oil type Firing order Spark plugs



80 92 82 2180 8.0:1 96 2–3/4 U.S. quarts SAE multigrade 20/50 1-4-3-2 Autolite MP4163 or equivalent AeroCarb ACV-C03S Geared



Carburetor Starter Alternator output (optional 20 amp) 10 amp Weight (less oil and exhaust) 158 pounds Propeller drive 1.1 42
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Prop bolt pattern



Quantity 6, 5/16-inch diameter @ 4-inch center Prop drive bushings 9/16-inch diameter x 7/16inch long Battery required 12v @ 20 amp AeroVee 2002 Operating Limitations Idle rpm 700–900 Cruise rpm 3200 +/- 200 Maximum rpm 4000 Oil temperature minimum 160°F Oil temperature maximum 230°F Oil pressure minimum 20 psi Oil pressure maximum 100 psi Oil pressure @ cruise 40–50 psi CHT @ cruise 350–375°F CHT @ climb (5 minutes) 420°F CHT maximum 450°F EGT maximum 1,400°F



can expect to get a lot of hours out of the engine.” And if it does wear out—or rust out—you can overhaul it for less than the price of a weekend in Frostbite Falls. As described in the July 1973 EAA Sport Aviation, the first AeroVee conversion package included an ignition system, manifold system, and propeller hub—the basic requirements for converting a 1600 cc or 1800 cc VW engine to aircraft power. The buyer supplied the rest. One of the refinements Monnett developed for the early AeroVees was the X-Casting. A backplate/ accessory plate, it incorporated shock mounts, magneto mount, and a custom designed one-piece stator/alternator, based on alternators used on two- and four-cylinder industrial engines, it proved to be simple and reliable. The AeroVee 2002 alternator system is of the same type, with updated components. Monnett Experimental Aircraft sold these VW conversion kits and RTR engines through the mid1980s. Monnett Experimental Aircraft moved from Elgin, Illinois, to Oshkosh, Wisconsin, in 1981, and in 1985, Monnett sold the business to focus on restoring classic aircraft. In 1996, Italian investors asked Monnett to redesign the Sonerai II with side-by-side seating, and to comply with European microlight standards. Brainstorming the concept with longtime friend Pete Buck, an engineer at the Lockheed Skunk Works, Monnett decided it would be better (and more fun) to design a completely new aircraft— the all-metal Sonex. From the start, the Sonex was designed to use VW power. A VW converted by Mosler (which was no longer in business) powered a prototype Sonex, and when the airplane design was completed, Monnett turned his attention to updating the AeroVee engine, and the AeroCarb led the improveSport Aviation
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VA N ’ S R V SERIES



& HARTZELL FIGHTER-LIKE PERFORMANCE, ARM CHAIR COMFORT, AND A PROP TO MATCH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



"Anytime you’re talking about maximum performance you’re talking about a constant-speed prop. The constant-speed Hartzell significantly increases the take-off and climb performance of the RVs – and provides optimum cruise as well. You can’t get both in a fixed-pitch prop. Call us at (503) 678-6545 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props."



For your FREE booklet, “Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitplane,” use SPORT PR OP ELL AVIATION’S S YST EM ER SEL ECT ION reader service card.



Dick Van Grunsven, President, Van’s Aircraft, Inc.



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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ments. Required Tools nomical to build and maintain. This list of required tools helps to illustrate “We had flown the Sonex The AeroVee 2002 uses a the kinds of basic skills you’ll need to aswith just about every carburetor long-block VW case mass-prosemble the AeroVee: we could find, and they all had duced for the automotive perMetric socket wrench set shortcomings,” he said. With formance aftermarket. Known An accurate torque wrench new manufacturing processes, as a VW Super Case, it comes 1/2-inch impact wrench AeroConversions could design bored, clearanced, and reinAllen wrenches and produce a new carburetor forced for larger-than-stock Ignition wrenches that met Monnett’s criteria for cylinders and a longer-than1/4-inch nut driver simplicity, reliability, low cost, stock piston stroke. Hammer and wood block and low maintenance. AeroConversions bores the Plastic and rubber mallets Fate played a role in the Super Case to accept the larger Screw driver (flat blade) remaining AeroVee improveprop hub and its oil return sysFeeler gauge set ments. After Monnett sold his tem, grinds away the transmisFlat file—fine engine business in 1985, a fire sion centering ring to make Vise grips at the foundry that made parts room for the flywheel ignition Needle-nose pliers for the conversion destroyed all system, and drills one of the Piston ring compressor (supplied in the the AeroVee patterns and toolcase flanges to clear the head of kit) ing. If not for that fire, Monnett the electric starter. “When the Micrometer caliper said, “I probably would have customer gets the engine case, Strip of 0.010-inch aluminum shim stock just remanufactured those casthe doesn’t have to do anything Red Lock-Tite ings and that AeroVee engine.” to it—it’s ready to assemble,” Assorted grease, oil, and sealants But with the new carburetor Monnett said. Rotating engine stand and the cleaner, more precise The forged, counterweightKitchen oven (for heating the distributor parts CNC machining makes ed stroker crank and the cylindrive gear, timing gear, and prop hub, possible, Monnett and his small ders, bearings, pistons, rods, to make it easier to slide them onto staff went back to the drawing head assemblies, and related the crankshaft) board. parts are also mass-produced They started with a new for the VW automotive aftershrink-fit prop hub that Monnett less expensive, mass-produced parts market, so they are plentiful, says is more robust and easier to from proven industrial engines. proven, and less expensive than install. Instead of an oil seal, as “The main drawback of the ignition aircraft parts or custom-designed used on most VW conversions, system is that the engine has to turn parts. AeroConversions uses these the AeroVee hub uses an oil about 300 rpm before it will start, components without modifying slinger oil-return system that has which makes it difficult to hand- them. “All these parts can be easiworked well on stock VW auto- prop,” Monnett explained. “It ly replaced,” said Monnett, “and mobile engines since time imme- requires an electric starter, especial- you can buy a new set of four morial. ly with the higher compression on cylinders, four pistons, four piston With 20 hp more than a stock the new engine.” pins, and piston rings for $200.” VW, the 80-hp AeroVee 2002 puts The AeroVee 2002 uses a geared AeroConversions does not offer higher stresses on its prop. Most electric starter and custom- or plan to offer conversion kits for VW conversions attach the prop to designed aluminum flywheel to your VW engine block. “We only the hub with a 2-inch centering create the starting rpm. Once the sell the AeroVee 2002 as a comboss and 5/16-inch bolts. The new engine is running, the ignition sys- plete engine kit,” Monnett said. AeroVee prop hub uses drive bush- tem “throws an extremely hot “We can stand behind this engine ings, just like a certificated aircraft spark that will jump two or three because we supply all of the parts, engine. “It’s not the 5/16-inch inches,” Monnett said. A fixed and we know they meet our high bolts that can’t take the load,” ignition, the only adjustment is standards for quality and ease of Monnett explained. “It’s the wood- the gap between the ignition mod- assembly.” en propeller. And the large diame- ules and the magnets on the flyTo learn more about the AeroVee ter drive bushings do a much better wheel—all in keeping with 2002 engine kit and AeroCarb carburejob of distributing the load on a Monnett’s design criteria of sim- tor, contact AeroConversions Inc., P.O. wooden prop.” plicity, low parts count, and easy Box 2521, Oshkosh, WI 54903-2521; AeroVee 2002’s redesigned igni- assembly and maintenance. Mass- phone: 920/231-8297; e-mail: tion system is based on the same produced components make the [email protected]; Internet: principles as the original, but it uses AeroVee’s ignition system very eco- www.aeroconversions.com. 44
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